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PRESS RELEASES

ALPS OutdoorZ Trophy X Pack Bag Now Available
New Haven, Mo. – The ALPS OutdoorZ Trophy X pack frame has earned high praise among
the wilderness hunting community for its carefully engineered blend of an aluminum external
freighter frame and heavy-duty Robic nylon lashing panel system with an ergonomic molded
foam suspension system more commonly associated with high-end backpacks. Now, ALPS
OutdoorZ is expanding the functionality of the Trophy X pack frame with the introduction of the
new Trophy X Pack Bag.
Constructed of 1680D ballistic nylon and 500D Robic nylon for maximum strength and durability
in all climates, the Trophy X Pack Bag adds modularity and customization to meet the specific
gear- and meat-hauling requirements of the backcountry hunter. For example, the pack bag is
designed to lash to the Trophy X pack frame via strategically placed sleeves and compression
straps when the frame is loaded with game, or it can be secured to the empty frame and used
as an external frame backpack. Furthermore, the Trophy X Pack Bag works as a standalone
backpack thanks to stowable shoulder straps that can be deployed for solo use. Another “use it
if you need it” feature is an expandable compartment located at the bottom of the pack bag that
drops down to add an additional 675 cubic inches of storage capacity.
In addition to the Trophy X Pack Bag’s diverse cargo-carrying capabilities, there are several
convenience features hunters will appreciate, such as fleece-lined spotting scope and cell
phone pockets, a drop-down bow/gun pocket, a front shove pocket, side mesh pockets, and a
rain cover. The pack is water bladder-compatible, and the lid boasts a pocket for quick-access
items. A unique zipper design offers multi-point access to the main compartment, so items can
be easily retrieved without unloading the pack.
For user versatility and the capability of hauling both gear and game out of the backcountry, the new Trophy X Pack Bag combined
with the Trophy X pack frame is an ideal packing solution for any wilderness adventure.
ALPS OutdoorZ Trophy X Pack Bag Specifications
•
•

Weight: 3 lbs. 1 oz.
Dimensions: 15.5x25x10 in.

For more information about this or other products in the ALPS OutdoorZ Extreme Hunting Pack line, visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.
About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of
companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the
ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds.
ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS Brands—made its mark over a decade ago by offering packs purposefully
designed for remote wilderness hunting. Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition packs to
waterfowl blinds and turkey hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and
distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information,
please visit www. alpsoutdoorz.com.
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